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Promises and Animals - a double bill of new plays presented by 20 Stories High Youth Theatre and Young 
Actors Company at the Unity Theatre in July 2015. 
 
20 Stories High Co-Artistic Directors Keith Saha and Julia Samuels created the pieces with the groups. 
Through workshops, discussions and a ‘Dinner’n’Debate’ the young people responded with passion to austerity 
Britain and the context of the General Election.  The Youth Theatre’s Promises focused the pressures of the 
education system, following a group of year 11s over their GCSE weeks, and the Young Actors Company’s 
Animals explored the challenges of people trying to make a success of themselves beyond their school years. 
Through drama, monologue, spoken word, masks, dance and song, Animals and Promises played to packed 
houses and enjoyed standing ovations each night.  

 

There is one moment in this fabulous play where two black kids 
bemoan the harsh sentences meted out for minor offences in the 
riots. A young black woman then emerges to deliver a soliloquy 
about the racism in Baltimore. In a spine-tingling moment, the 
controlled rage in her delivery is as good and powerful as 
anything currently to be seen in the theatre. It’s a speech which 
should be recorded and circulated widely. 
Both plays are angry, challenging, intelligent, thoughtful, funny 
and above all hopeful. They’re performed by a large cast of fine 
actors who give voice to their emotions through music, poetry, 
and dance. 20 Stories High is a remarkable theatre company 
and we need more like it across the country to give voice to such 

young people. *****Paul Foley, Morning Star 
 

 



 
Any theatre likers who did NOT see this show should consider themselves VERY unfortunate... It takes a lot for me to 
take to facebook with a comment about anything, but have to say that last night was a really uplifting and exhilarating 
experience...far more than a very talented group of young performers….working in an inclusive ensemble full of energy, 
discipline, passion, funkiliciousness, with plenty to say about lots of things that are important... but REALLY GREAT 
theatre by any standard whatsoever...beautiful stagecraft, visceral, intelligent, dynamic, the rhythm of the narratives 
artfully exposed, great movement, nuance, focus, depth, characterizations, transitions, accessibility, use of live & recorded 
music....no fluff, minimal budget....a young diverse audience soaking it up, sucking it in...big laughs, real tears.... I could 
go on.... Nearly 10 years on, time to reflect on how lucky we are that Keith Saha and Julia Samuels chose to establish 

their company in Liverpool  – Nick Birkinshaw, Freelance Creative Producer 
 

Compelling, challenging stories that aren't being told elsewhere - Nathan Crossan-Smith, Freelance Director 

 
 
That was brilliant! I think it’s been my favourite show here in ten years! Linda Roberts, Front of House - Unity  
 
20 Stories High would like to thank Arts Council England, Liverpool City Council, Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Esmee 
Fairbairn Foundation, Trust House Charitable Foundation, the bluecoat and the Unity Theatre. 

I was so shy before I joined the 
Youth Theatre. Even at home, I 
was so shy; I’d stay in my room 
all the time. Now, I go 
downstairs and spend time with 
my family. They can’t believe 
how much I’ve changed in the 
last few months.  

Promises Cast Member 

 @jasonjcrouch: One of the 
most embedded and engaged 
companies working with young 
people in the UK. Love 
@20StoriesHigh  
 

 Louise Kaemena: 
Promises/ Animals. Gripping, raw, 
real. Loved it! What a phenomenal 
group of young people. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/keithsaha
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